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GENERAL PREFACE TO "CHINESE ANCIENT MUSIC"

The history and fountainhead of ancient Chinese music is just like asleep enormous treasure house. Even

when people nowadays had tried their best to dig the treasure out, they would have only touched it a little bit.

Owing to the inherent historical limitation such as the unitary way in handing down the music, the fleeting vanish

of music media as well as the difficulty in decoding the ancient music scores, some ancient melodies were lost a

long time ago. It is really a sorrowing matter for pity to Chinese classic culture and music hobbyists.

In order to better spread ancient Chinese music and enable more music hobbyists to enjoy the glorious

ancient Chinese music culture, we have put into a great deal of manpower, material resources as well as financial

resources to collect the existing representative essence of ancient Chinese music from the Chin Dynasty, the six

dynasties including Han Dynasty and Wei Dynasty and the dynasties of Tang, Song, Yuan, Ming, Qing. After music

archaeological excavation and some necessary recreation, we have hereby issued with solemnity these collections

of "Ancient Chinese Music" which is extremely worthy of being treasured up. It opens out in front of us the process

of ancient Chinese music development for thousands of years of history covering from the ancient times to the end

of Qing Dynasty. These ancient melodies will cause you to associate with something in thinking as if the sound

history of the figures, local customs, and the life of the ancient people had been reappeared vividly.

Ancient Chinese music has a distant source and a long stream. In an old book called "Lv Shi Chun

Qiu • Ancient Melody”, a fact was recorded that "several ancient people of Ge Tian Shi grasped the ox-tail and

stamped by their feet to sing”. Another fact is that archaeological scientists found an earthen wind instrument

called “Xun” had been used by ancient people about 7000 years ago. These two facts have proved that our

ancestors created music long time ago.

Among the series of "Ancient Chinese Music" , there are two collections named "The Hunting Drawing of

Ancient People" and “High Mountain and the Flowing Water" which are the essence of the ancient six dynasties

from Qin Dynasty (221-206 B.C.) to Han Dynasty (206 B.C.- 220 A.D.) and Wei Dynasty (386-532). In order to show

vividly the real historical scenery and the music style of that time, some of these selected melodies were played

with the ancient excavated instruments with thousands of years of history. Among these, there is either the

classical Chinese serial bell, which was used to play “Chu Sheng" music, a music representing the brilliance of the

bell music or the instrument "Xun", an ancient earthen egg-shaped wind instrument which was popular in the

Neolithic Age representing the ancient music style. “Chu Sheng" was a folk music of ancient Chinese Chu State and

rose and developed in the Warring States (403-221 B.C.) and represented a higher level of music and the

composed music with poems. At that time, under the background of letting a hundred flowers blossom and a

hundred schools of thought contend. The music activities were blooming, and gradually three main music schools

of thought were formed: Confucianism with its representative person Confucius; Mohist School with its

representative person Mo-tzu and Taoism School with its representative person Lao-tzu. After the foundation of

the Han Dynasty, the music was rapidly developed. Wu Di, emperor of the Han Dynasty ordered to set up "Yue Fu"

(a government office in Han Dynasty for collecting folk songs and ballads. The folk songs and ballads collected by

"Yue Fu" were improved by the scholars and became the music with higher artistry used to be accompanied with

the main music; or dance and songs. The most famous ancient melodies of Gu Qin in Han Dynasty were “Guang

Ling San" and "Hu Jia 18-Beat" which are still popular today. In the Northern &amp; Southern Dynasties (420-589), the

local customs of the



Han nationality in the Central Plains were also brought to the South of Yangtze River. A kind of music

generally called Qing Shang Music therefore included the music of the Han nationality in Central Plains

and the folk music of the South of Yangtze River. In the period of the Eastern Jin Dynasty (317-420), a

musician called Huan Yi composed a bamboo flute melody called "Mei Hua San Nong (Three Stanzas of

Plum Blossoms)" • Later in the Tang Dynasty (618-907), another musician called Yan Shi Gu revised the

melody as a Qin melody (Qin, a zither-like plucked instrument) and henceforth this melody has been

spread out till now. After the foundation of the Tang Dynasty (618-907), with the execution of the policy

of "taking in everything" on the outside music culture, all music schools were assembled in the Palace

and therefore pushed the blooming of the Palace Music. The most representative famous music was "Ni

Shang Plume Clothes" which was accompanied with songs and dance. At that time, the singers usually
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composed the poems with the popular tunes and repeated singing the same tune or add some words.

Gradually, this style formed a new melody mode - melody. The representative classical melody was

"Yang Guan San Die" (a parting tune with a thrice-repeated refrain) which was composed with the poem

written by Wang Wei (a famous poet in the Tang Dynasty) and has been popular till now. The most

exciting thing attractive to the world’s attention was that the music scores in the period of the Tang

Dynasty &amp; the Five Dynasties were found in Dun Huang depositary hole of Buddhist texts located in

Gansu Province. The music in the collection of "Ni Shang Plume Clothes" was replayed according to the

translated ancient remaining melodies found in Dun Huang. The current translated documents have

brought quite a number of academic achievements. The recorded melodies here were played on the

basis of the translated music scores made by the deceased Professor Ye Dong who had taught in

Shanghai Music Institute. Besides, we have also selected the Zheng melodies in the Tang Dynasty

(Zheng, a Chinese zither with 21 or 25 strings) translated by Professor Ye Dong from a Japanese Zheng

Scores Collection named "Renzhi Excerpts" . Therefore, we can learn more about the music of the Tang

Dynasty from these valuable materials.

In the Song Dynasty (960-1279), with the growth of the townspeople stratum, music mainly described

about the life of townspeople. The melody, which rose and developed in the period of the Sui Dynasty

and the Tang Dynasty was called "Ci Diao (tonal patterns &amp; rhyme schemes)" at the time and

represented the music carriers of the Song Dynasty. It has two developmental styles: one was to

compose poetry in the old tunes; the other was to create new tunes. The only existing 17 pieces of Ci

Diao were composed by a musician called Jiang Kui in the South Song Dynasty (1127-1129). The special

collection "Xing Hua Tian Ying" (The Shadow of Apricot Flowers) has collected some classical melodies

from "The Song of Bai Shi Taoists”. On the basis of the existing music material, some of the melodies are

played with Ci Diao mode and some has been revised as instrumental music. These different modes

have provided more copious music effect to listeners. Besides, we have also added the necessary

explanation for the original poems to help listeners well understand the artistic conception of the

melodies. Another representative music of the Song Dynasty was the Qin melodies played with Qin (a

zither-like plucked instrument). The Qin melody "Xiao Xiang Shui Yun" (Water of Xiang River) was the

most representative one, which highly represented the spiritual artistic conception just like the

landscape painting of the Song Dynasty.

In the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), the poetry drama rapidly developed. The music of the poetry drama

was a kind of the music with the structure by stringing several melodies. Normally, a poetry drama

consisted of four acts called Zhe, with one Gong Diao (modes of ancient Chinese music) as its music in

each Zhe. The melodies of the poetry drama continued using those of Da Qu, Ci Diao, and Gong Diao of

the Tang Dynasty and the Song Dynasty as well as the folk music of the Jin Dynasty and the Yuan

Dynasty. The music of the poetry drama had intense rhythms with vigorous, bold, and unconstrained

style. It was suitable for stage performance. The poetry drama might represent the highest music level

of the Yuan Dynasty. In the later period of the Yuan Dynasty, a new music mode called "San Qu" (a type

of verse popular in the Yuan, Ming &amp; Qing dynasties, with total patterns modeled on tunes drawn from

folk music) became popular in many cities. It had two modes： one was Xiao Lin with single tune mode,

the other was divertimento composed with several tunes from one Gong Diao. The rhythm of San Qu

was slow, gentle, and graceful so it was suitable for playing in the brothels and the wine shops.

In the period of the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) and the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), the blooming city

economy had stimulated the development of the townspeople music. The townspeople music mainly

described the real-life and common customs with its style vivid and plain. The folk songs and ditties

were widely popular in cities. The Telling &amp; Singing music had the following modes: Tang Ci (storytelling

to the accompaniment of stringed instruments), Gu Ci (Storytelling to the accompaniment of drum

instruments), Dao Qing (chanting folk tales to the accompaniment of simple percussion instruments),
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and Pai Zi Qu (a folk art form). In the early Ming Dynasty, the widespread play was Nan Xi (a kind of local

classical opera in South China). After the period of Emperor Jia Jing, the four main vocal operas were

rising and became popular originated from the four areas with four tune styles: Hai Yan Tune, Yi Yang

Tune, Yu Yao Tune, and Kun San Tune. The Kun San Tune was redeveloped by the musician Wei Liang

Zuo and became the representative of all the operas with its features of euphemistic and exquisite

music for clear pronunciation in singing, profuse accompaniment, complete roles and fastidious

performance. One of the famous Kun San Tune arias called "Wan Sha Ji" made by Liang Chen Yu has

been collected into the special collection of "Dong Ting Qiu Si" (Longing for the Autumn of Dongting

River). The instrumental music became more popular and mature during the Ming Dynasty and the Qing

Dynasty and therefore many kinds of instrumental music were gradually formed such as Shi Fan Gu (a

kind of ensemble of ten Chinese folk wind and percussion instruments), Shi Fan Luo Gu ( a kind of

ensemble of ten Chinese folk drums), Shang Xi Gu Yue (a strain of music accompanied by drumbeats

which was popular in Shan Xi area), Jiang Nan Shi Zhu (traditional stringed and woodwind instruments

popular in the south of Yangtze River), Shanxi Ba Da Tao (folk music series consisted eight melodies

which are popular in Shanxi Province). For this reason, the special collection "Ping Sha Luo Yan" (Gooses

Settling down the Plain) has collected and recorded the melodies of the Qing Dynasty mainly with

instrumental music by multi performance forms and different styles reflecting the civil temperament

and interests at that time.

Except the edition by historical clues, the series ‘Ancient Chinese Music has also focused on "ancient

Chinese figures" and has compiled the. special collection named "Wang Zhao Jun (a famous lady who

was under the order of the Han Dynasty to be merry with a ruler of the border area)”. The- "ancient

Chinese figures" are linked together with their exciting stories under their specific historical cultural

backgrounds, which become an important part of the music enjoyment. This "ancient Chinese figures"

are thus compiled as a special collection to help listeners well understand and enjoy the music

connotation.

Another special collection of "Fenghuang Taishang Yi Cui Xiao (Standing on the Fenghuang base and

remembering the past event of blowing the vertical bamboo flute)" mainly reflects the strong

sentiments: sadness in the palace, bitter for parting from bosom friends, remembrance of old friends...

This collection was compiled on the basis of various sentiments of ancient people under their specific

backgrounds. In this collection, we can read more about the ancient people’s deep feelings.

Ancient Chinese music has been always famous in the world for its long history and brilliant

achievements. The publication of the series "Ancient Chinese Music" has shown a constructive and

outstanding significance for helping the music hobbyists to fully comprehend and enjoy Chinese classical

music and helping the students to develop their music education in schools in China

.
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CD 1 - Picture of Primitive Hunting



01 - Chu Shang (Chime Bells from Marquis Yi's

Tomb and Orchestra)

Arranged by Wang Yuanping

Played by the Hubei Orchestra of Chime Bells



This piece is based on the musical idea of the qin piece “Li Sao”. The Theme of the original qin piece is

presented at the beginning of this piece. In addition to demonstrate the sounds of the chime bells from the

Pre-Qin dynasty, the arranger, to some extent, shows the musical style of the Chu State in the Pre-Qin period,

which has been passed down to the posterity. The arranger means to express the same emotion as poured out by

the poet Qu Yuan in his poem with the same title.



02 – Clouds (Chi (flute))

Music: Yin Weihe

Performer: Yin Weihe

Accompaniment: Orchestra of Ancient Chinese Music of Hubei Provincial Song and Dance Ensemble



Chi. Ancient Chinese wind instrument, the 5-holed chi is made of bamboo with both ends closed. Its

higher notes resemble the sound of the guqin (zither) and the lower notes the sound of the dongxiao

(vertical pipe). The chi used here, a replica of the instrument found in Marquis Yi’s tomb, was designed

by player, Yin Weihe. Its pure tones are highly expressive. Range: c1-b3



03 - For Those Fallen for Their Country (Xun and Qin)

Arranged by Gong Guofu and Zhao Liangshan

Played by Zhao Liangshan and accompanied by the Chinese Musical Instruments Orchestra of the

Central Music Conservatory with Zhao Liangshan as conductor



This piece is composed on the idea of Qu Yuan's famous poem “Nine Chapters”. lt expresses a deep sorrow

for the fate of Ying, the capital of Chu, which was destroyed by the Qin army so that the King Huai was insulted by

the Qin and the Chu people were forced to leave their homeland. The poem gives a full display of Qu Yuan's

patriotic spirit. This musical work for xun and orchestra is not based on the traditional Chinese pieces. However,

by featuring a historical subject, it makes us to gain more experience and idea about the age-old musical

instrument xun, its timbres, and multiple power of expressing the feelings of Qu Yuan's poem in music.



04 - Gods and Men Rejoice (Bianzhong (Chime Bells))

Arrangement: Peng Xian cheng

Performers: Li Gongqing, Ning Hanqiao, Wang Min, Tian Shichang, and Gong Ganoying Bianzhong



The bronze bianzhong (chime bells) found in Marquis Yi's tomb numbered sixty-five, including a large bell

given to the Marquis by King Xiang of Chu. The set of sixty-four chime bells were discovered hanging in three rows

on a large L-shaped frame. The biggest bell is 153.4 cm high and weighs 203.6 kg. The smallest bell is 20.4 cm high
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and weighs 2.4 kg. With a range of five octaves and a chromatic scale, the bianzhong is capable of playing

polyphonic music and music that changes keys. The upper register bells produce a clear ring while the lower

register ones are deep and resonant.



05 - A Grieved Life in Changmen Spirit, (Xun and Qin (Zither))

Resentment

Ancient Melody

Xun Performer: Zhao Liangshan Qin Performer Li Xinangting



Qin. The oldest string instrument in China, the zither-like qin comes in three varieties the five string, the seven

string, and the ten string. Generally, the faceplate is made of paulownia and the back plate is made of cataipa.

The guqin, meaning “ancient qin”, can be tuned flexibly although it is usually set in the five- tone scale. The guqin

has a pure timbre and a wide range.



06 - Chu Song (Xun and Orchestra)

Arranged by Chen Zhong and Du Ciwen

Played by Zhao Liangshan and accompanied by the Chinese Musical Instruments Orchestra of the

Central Music Conservatory with Peng Xiancheng as conductor



This piece is based on the historical story of the struggle between the Conqueror Xiang Yu of Chu and Liu Bang

of Han. It creates the moving scene of Xiang Yu, a tragic figure in Chinese history, killing his beloved concubine in

the Chu songs from all sides. It reminds people of the plaintive mood in Xiang Yu's “Song at Gaixia”, which shows a

strong flavor of the Chu dialects.



07 - Mount Spirit

Ancient Chinese Music Ensemble Music: Peng Xiancheng Conductor: Peng Xiancheng

Performed by Hubei Provincial Song and Dance Ensemble Mezzo—soprano: Liu Miyan



08 - Wine Frolic (Qin Solo)



Qin Solo played by Yao Bingyan



The score is from the “Secret Scores of Wonders”. The composer is said to be Ruan Ji, a well-known scholar of

the Wei and Jin period. This piece illustrates the manner of Ruan Ji intoxicated from wine. With the triple

measures, which are rarely found in the qin pieces, and continuous wide intervals, it creates a special musical

effect.



09 - Guang Ling San (Guqin Solo)

Soloed with Guqin (a seven - stringed plucked instrument in some ways similar to the zither)

The Score recorded by Wu Jing Lve according to (Magical Secret Scores) Played by Wu Wen Guang



This ancient melody is also called “Guang Ling Zhi Xi“ originated from “Magical Secret Scores”. It had been

very popular during the periods of Dong Han Dynasty, Wei Dynasty &amp; Jin Dynasty as a harmonious music. Later it

became an independent instrumental music. In the literature masterpiece “Qin Fu” (Song of Qin, a zither-like

plucked instrument) written by Ji Kang, the writer had mentioned this melody. The existing “Guang Ling San” was
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described with captions on the basis of the story of Nie Zheng assassinating the King of Han Dynasty. The melody

mainly expresses the emotions of lament and resentment as well as the heroically tragic fighting atmosphere. The

famous historical story that Ji Kang played this melody “Guang Ling San” with a smile just before death execution

helps people to understand well this melody.



10 - Picture of Primitive Hunting (Bone-Whistle and Orchestra)

Arranged by Qian Zhaoxi

Bone-whistle by Zhan Yongming and accompanied by the Chinese Musical Instruments Orchestra of

the China Broadcasting Arts Company



The bone-whistle used in this piece is reproduced according to the shape and structure of the bone whistle

excavated from the Hemudu relics in 1973. The instrument dates back 7,000 years. Its replica is made of the

chicken bone. The modem musicians use it to represent the mysterious atmosphere of the primitive forest and

the hunting scenes in the remote ancient times.

The chime bells of Marquis Yi were excavated from Marquis Yi's tomb in the Suizhou of Hubei province. It is

named after the master of the tomb. The other musical instruments in addition to this set of bronze bells from the

tomb include chime stones, qin, bell for tuning, se, sheng, chi, panpipes, and drums, in a sum of nine types and 125

pieces. These musical instruments have a history of more than 2,400 years, especially the chime bells are called

the “Eighth Wonder of the World” by some world -famous scholars because of its achievements on the musicology

and natural sciences. It is also regarded as a miracle in the music history of the world and the cultural history of

mankind.

The basic designing of “one bell with two tones in third” for the chime bells of the Marquis Yi as well as

correlative mining, craft and structure display the high level of the musical art, science and technology in the

Pre-Qin period. The structural design of the whole chime bells shows a perfect twelve-pitch system which had

been mature in the Zhou dynasty. In the central range of the chime bells, all of the 12 semitones are prepared.

The temperament is rather precise and shows a concept of absolute pitch. All of the main tones of the bells form

diatonic scales. All groups of yong bells have altered tones, which can form a roughly complete series of

semi-tones. This allows the change of tonic tones and can create harmony, polyphony and modulation in

performance .which is suitable to some contemporary compositions. The whole chime bells consist of four

registers, i.e. double bass, bass, middle, and high, which give it rich and beautiful timbres as well as wide range.

Xun is a wind instrument well developed as early as in the primitive society of China. It is made by burning the

pottery earth and has holes. The earliest pottery xun found in the relics of Hemudu of Zhejiang province has one

blowing hole. With a history of 7,000 years, xun is a major melody instrument in the Neolithic age. It could play a

four-tone scale, which was adopted from the xun with five tone holes of the Shang dynasty to the chime bells of

the Zhou dynasty and became the source of the Chinese five tone scales. From this, we can also see the important

role of xun in the development of the Chinese scale. The shape and structure of xun were basically completed in

the Shang dynasty. It takes a shape of egg with a flat bottom. It belongs to the “claytype in the “Eight-timbre”

classification of the Chinese musical instruments in the Zhou dynasty, The xun sounds mellow and is good at

expressing an empty, spacious and distant sense. In the musical life of the Zhou dynasty, xun is often played

together with chi. As described in the Book of Songs,” while the elder brother plays xun, the younger brother plays

chi , it indicates the harmony of the two instruments. The verse is also used to symbolize the harmony between

brothers.
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01 楚商 (曾侯乙编钟与乐

队)

02 云

03 哀郢 (埙与古琴)

04 神人畅 (编钟)

05 长门怨 (陶埙与古琴)

06

07

08

09

10



楚歌 (埙与乐队)

山鬼 (古乐队)

酒狂 (古琴)

广陵散 (古琴)

原始狩猎图 (骨哨与乐

队)



Chu Shang (Chime Bells from Marquis Yi's Tomb and

Orchestra)

Clouds (Chi (flute))

For Those Fallen for Their Country (Xun and Qin)

Gods and Men Rejoice (Bianzhong (Chime Bells))

Lament at Changmen Palace, Resentment (Xun and

Qin-Zither)

The Song of Chu (Xun and Orchestra)

Mount Spirit (Orchestra)

Wine Frolic (Qin Solo)

Guangling Tune (Guqin Solo)

Picture of Primitive Hunting (Bone-Whistle and Orchestra)



.
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CD 2 - High Mountains and Flowing

Water



01 - Flowing Water (Bianqing)

Ancient Melody

The score recorded by Peng Xian Cheng

Played by Hubei Song &amp; Dance Ensemble Ancient Melody Orchestra

Conducted by Peng Xian Cheng



According to the ancient masterpiece “Tian Wen Ge Zither Scores: “Liezi Tang Wen” , Bo Ya (a famous ancient

music talent) was good at playing stringed instruments and Zhong Zi Qi was good at listening to the music. Once,

Bo Ya played a music describing high &amp; magnificent mountains. Zhong Zi Qi deeply understood the connotation of

the music and praised with admiration for Bo Ya, saying “The music is loftily aimed for high mountains”. Then Bo

Ya played another music describing the terrifying &amp; surging waves. Zhong Zi Qi also deeply understood it; he said

“This music is copiously aimed for the flowing water”. As Zhong Zi Qi can deeply understand the music played by

Bo Ya, they became bosom friends. This story was spread out on everybody’s lips through all ages.

According to the documentary record, originally the melody of “High Mountain &amp; Flowing Water” was one

melody. Since Tang Dynasty, the melody was separated into two independent melodies “High Mountain” and

“Flowing Water”. These melody scores were firstly found in “Magical Secret Scores”. The melody “Flowing Water”

in “Tian Wen Ge Zither Scores” recorded by the zitherist Feng Tong Yun of Chuan Zither Clique in Qing Dynasty was

roughly the same as the melody “Flowing Water” in “Magical Secret Scores”, but the former was added the 72

trundling &amp; brushing fingering method in the 6th &amp; the 8th sections which enabled the effect of surging flowing

water to be more lifelike.



02 - High Mountains and Flowing Water (Guzheng)

Ancient Melody

Guzheng: Xiang Sihua



This melody is a treasure of Chinese Music Arts. It highly praised the friendship of the player Bo Ya &amp; the

listener Zhong Zi Qi who sworn to live or die together. The real meaning implies, “it is difficult to find a confidant.”

The melody expresses a spiritual soul aloof from politics &amp; materials pursuits with daring courage and momentum.

The player has fully shown the skills of Gu Zheng (a Chinese zither with 21 or 25 strings) to express lofty high

mountains &amp; surged waves, giving the listener a relaxed and happy feeling.
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